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New Performance Products. Develop
Champions.
Resilite is excited to unveil several new products to the already impressive line-up of
performance-driven products. A few of the notable additions include the following.

90 Degree Climb-and-Slide - A great way for toddlers and preschoolers to develop motor
skills, balance, and coordination through active-play.

4-Piece Vert Wall - Designed to be a challenging Ninja Warrior vertical wall for Pre-K
through Elementary-age students.

The Stack Spotting Blocks - Set of two 24" high stackable Spotting Blocks. Great for use
anywhere in the gym.

Mini Kids Pit - A free-standing mini pit that can be filled with plastic balls or foam cubes to
create a play pit for beginner classes.

Jr. Mount Block - Helps young gymnasts practice mounting drills.

Double Mini Landing Zone - Meets double mini landing zone specifications.

Folding Barrier Pads - Designed to quickly reconfigure class space, direct class flow, or
protect against hazards in close proximity to student activity.

See everything that is new and shop all products at Resilite.com.



Resilite Welcomes Lisa Mitzel!



Lisa is an Author, Mental Training Coach, Former Stanford Gymnastics Head Coach,
NCAA National Champion, and Advocate for Athlete Safety. Resilite is excited to work with
Lisa on future content to help you and your athletes stay "focused and on fire."

Lisa's first piece focuses on the mentality of gymnasts and how to remain cool, calm, and
collected in the gym.

Lisa writes - During summer training, athletes want to improve and advance their skills. It's
important to stay safe, and make sure to balance out feelings of urgency and being calm.
Urgency creates nervousness and tension. When athletes learn the steps to getting calm,
they also feel safe, think clearly, and stay in control.



Athletes can practice the tools and calming techniques in my book, "Focused and On Fire:
The Athlete's Guide to Mental Training & Kicking Butt." Athletes love it! They will feel more
confident and learn ways to manage their emotions.

You can buy the book HERE. Thank you! And get Focused and On Fire! 
For consults and clinics, reach Lisa at HeyMitz@gmail.com.

New Gymnastics Catalog Now Available
Our new 2018-2019 Gymnastics Catalog is now available! See it first on Resilite.com or
pick-up a copy at a USA Gymnastics Congress event.


